Blockchain technology – A $3.1 trillion investment play
by Swiss gamechanger CV VC
Switzerland, July 20th 2021. CV VC, the leading Swiss blockchain venture capitalist and incubator has
not only extended its VC operations internationally to UAE and Africa but now offers fully compliant,
bankable and transferable participation in an underlying portfolio of blockchain assets, delivering a
balancing opportunity, high return potential and diversification. The CV VC investment vehicles are
Actively Managed Certificates (AMC) with a Swiss ISIN code allowing qualified global investors to
securely engage in blockchain, a technology megatrend whose business value-add will reach a
staggering USD 3.1 trillion by 2030.
CV VC Blockchain T4T: The Blockchain Technology for Tomorrow allows qualified investors to
participate in a diversified portfolio of early-stage blockchain technology venture capital investments
alongside CV VC.
CV Liquid Crypto Top 8: Exposure to the eight largest liquid crypto tokens as listed on Kraken
(excluding stablecoins). Rule based investment approach focused on a balanced portfolio of the most
relevant projects in the space by capping the exposure of each asset at 25%.
CV DEFI Select: Exposure to the most promising decentralized finance projects as listed on Kraken
(excluding protocols). A selection of the most dynamic projects in this highly promising segment of
blockchain technology, achieving portfolio balance by capping the exposure of each asset at 25%.
CV Bitcoin: Exposure to Bitcoin through a bankable security with daily liquidity. Three such CV Bitcoin
AMCs will be available, allowing investments in CHF, USD and AUD.
The CV VC AMCs are the result of partnership with distinguished Swiss asset managers DuLac Capital
Ltd. (DuLac) and MRB Vermögensverwaltungs AG (MRB). Renowned securitization specialist GenTwo
Digital together with InCore Bank the Swiss B2B banking service provider and leading global crypto
exchange Kraken as well as ISP Group have made these AMCs possible.
"With these distinct, technology focused AMCs, qualified investors gain access to the tech megatrend
blockchain and a diverse range of the most promising projects through well-structured bankable
investment products" says Olaf Hannemann, Co-Founder and Chief Investment Officer CV VC.
Domino Burki, Managing Partner of DuLac added "The tremendously increased interest from
traditional investors who consider the blockchain space an attractive growth opportunity as well as a
risk diversification play can now be satisfied with the emergence of these AMCs”.
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About CV VC
CV VC is an early-stage venture capital investor with a focus on startups that build on blockchain
technology. In addition to the venture capital investments, CV VC operates its own incubator and
ecosystem business under the CV Labs brand, consisting of co-working spaces, advisory and events .
More information: www.cvvc.com.
About DuLac
DuLac Capital Ltd. (DuLac) is a Swiss-based asset manager and multi-family office, which offers a
comprehensive range of tailor-made services to its clients since 2007. Thanks to an independent
approach and interdisciplinary team of investment experts, lawyers and trust specialists, they are in
the position to genuinely deliver the optimal solution in the context of the clients’ overall needs. DuLac
is an active member of the Swiss Association of Asset Managers (SAAM), the leading industry
association of independent asset managers in Switzerland.
More information: www.dulaccapital.com
About MRB
MRB Vermögensverwaltungs AG (MRB) was founded in Zurich in 1979 and has been registered with
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) as an asset manager of collective assets
since 2009. MRB is an expert in the management and structuring of sophisticated investment solutions.
MRB is 100 percent privately owned. As entrepreneurs, MRB values performance and reliability.
More information: www.mrbpartner.ch
About GenTwo and GenTwo Digital
Zurich-based innovative securitization specialist GenTwo has created a new generation of financial
products. The company builds securitization platforms for its institutional clientele and enables
professional investors to securitize not only bankable, but also non-bankable assets with a Swiss ISIN.
The focus on so-called off-balance-sheet investment products solves the problem of declining margins
and growth barriers for many financial market players. It opens up new performance potential by
creating access to a theoretically unlimited world of asset classes. Financial intermediaries, including
banks, use GenTwo to realize their own product and business innovations. GenTwo Digital is a joint
venture which makes digital assets bankable and conventional securities (investment certificates).
GENTWO: www.g2fp.com, GENTWO Digital: www.g2d.io

